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The religious states decline, due to a disenchantment with the political process and a world-wide meltdown cause by the collapse of social democracy, has cause a flight-or-fight response to preserve what’s left of the religious state within certain groups and political interests. Leading to the rise of ultra-nationalist sentiment within those circles. But in which ultra-nationalism implies resistance against the inevitable outcome and the internationalist model. Where it’s futility is tantamount as disenchantment has cause the religious state to destabilize due to its sudden decline.

Destabilization which has resulted in the inadequacy of state services and functions design to protect the population from the ravishes of private enterprise. Leading to desperation where the only alternative is to incite nationalist fervor without encouraging radicalism and extremism. But in which radicalist and extremist are inciting opposition to the state, under the cover of distributive justice, in order to build nationalist opposition to the establishment in the formality of popular politics.